Google-ing OUT!

In partnership with CTQ | April 17, 2020

* This session will be recorded and shared after its completion. Your participation serves as consent to share your name and contributions to the conversation.
Inform how educators develop as leaders and how systems approach efforts to change and improve

Inspire the field to reimagine how collectively-led schools can better serve students

Innovate with partners around student-centered, educator-led efforts to transform schools and school systems
Clear and stated purpose:

Participants will be introduced to Google Classroom, FlipGrid, and a few other helpful spaces to design and build easy-to-implement online instruction.
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My connection to CTQ: I met Lori Nazareno at an event for Denver Public Schools when I was a coach for the Student Board of Education. She invited me for ‘calamari’ with a few other CTQ teachers in Colorado, and I was HOOKED! I’ve been invited to 2 CTQ Writing Workshops in NC and have served as a VCO and TLI instructor for CTQ. I have also written a few pieces that have been published courtesy of CTQ and other education affiliates. I am truly blessed to be part of such a dynamic teacher collaboration!

Brief summary of how I became connected to CTQ
GOOGLE-ING OUT!

FROM THE CLASSROOM TO THE LIVING ROOM

Tips, tricks and advice for how to teach online in a JIFFY!
REMOVE THAT MASK AND STAY A WHILE

This is a 60 minute session designed to get you up and running in no time!
Online Tools You Will Use

- Google Classroom
- Flipgrid
NEW TO GOOGLE?

https://youtube.be/8pQ MIDGC4m0

3:04 MIN.

WATCH <<<THIS to get GOOGLE-ING AHORA!!
CREATE A FREE ACCOUNT


1:32 MIN

MAKE VIDEOS FOR YOUR STUDENTS AND THEY CAN REPLY VIA VIDEO TOO!
CHECK OUT THIS VIDEO I MADE JUST FOR YOU!

HTTPS://FLIPGRID.COM/74D2E925
Now that you have both tools…

Face to Face interactions available to you…
- Zoom
- MS Teams
- Facetime (iOS phones/pads)
- Facebook Live (requires FB account)
- Google Classroom came out with a face to face THIS WEEK!

Pre-recorded interactions…
- YouTube
- Tic Tok
- Facebook Live (pre-recorded)
- Flipgrid
YOUTUBE:

REQUIRES YOU TO HAVE A YOUTUBE ACCOUNT
REQUIRES YOU TO HAVE A YOUTUBE CHANNEL
CREATE YOUR CONTENT OUTSIDE OF THE APPLICATION AND UPLOAD IT ELECTRONICALLY
REQUIRES A BETTER CAMERA THAN JUST A PHONE- AND A MIC, AND A HOLDER, ETC…
EDITING TIME CAN SUCK THE LIFE BLOOD FROM YOU TOO!

IN OTHER WORDS, THIS METHOD REQUIRES AN ABOVE AVERAGE UNDERSTANDING AND SKILL SET THAT IS BEYOND ME!
MY REAL-WORLD APPLICATION EXAMPLE
(FOR TEACHER TRAINING)

VIDEO HTTPS://FLIPGRID.COM/A5BE6E08

ONE PAGER HTTPS://TINYURL.COM/ONEPAGERREMOOTESCHD
FLIPGRID:

SIGN UP FOR A TEACHER ACCOUNT SUPER QUICK (NO, I DO NOT GET PAID BY THEM)

CAN MAKE VIDEOS OF YOUR GORGEOUS MUG OR SHARE YOUR SCREEN (FOR THOSE BAD HAIR DAYS)

CREATE YOUR CONTENT INSIDE THE APPLICATION

USE THE DISCO LIBRARY FOR TONS OF IDEAS TO QUICKLY ENGAGE WITH YOUR STUDENTS
DID I MENTION KIDS CAN RESPOND BACK WITH THEIR OWN VIDEOS??
LOG ON TO FLIPGRID TO SEE HOW TO START WITH YOUR STUDENTS

HTTPS://FLIPGRID.COM/MARTINEZJOZI
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Looking for additional resources or support?

Connect with CTQ

Social media

Center for Teaching Quality

@TeachingQuality

Website

www.teachingquality.org

Email

Lori Nazareno
lnazareno@teachingquality.org